Kentucky Fried Loser
The scambait happened solely in the chat rooms (still active – 8/7/2009 – but I haven’t heard from her in
days). The main question I would ask is why do Romance scammers pose as Americans when their English is
horrible and they know nothing about themselves? At least do some research before you start spouting off
bullshit! This idiot would log out on me when she got confused. I’ve seen her online many times, but it wasn’t
worth getting started when I knew she was going to log out! This bait still isn’t at the point where she plays
the money angle yet…
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Tue, 6/23/09 4:59 PM ‐‐‐‐‐
Greg's (4:47 PM): hi sherry
sherry_elliot (4:49 PM): hello
Greg's (4:49 PM): having computer problems yesterday?
sherry_elliot (4:49 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (4:49 PM): how is it now?
Greg's (4:50 PM): I meant you ‐ my computer is fine...
sherry_elliot (4:50 PM): it was true
Greg's (4:51 PM): every time I sent you a message it took 5 or 10 minutes for you to respond
Greg's (4:51 PM): and then you just quit answering...
sherry_elliot (4:51 PM): it kept hanging
Greg's (4:51 PM): so what is new in Kentucky?
sherry_elliot (4:52 PM): nothing much just flexing
Greg's (4:52 PM): flexing?
sherry_elliot (4:53 PM): i mean cruising
Greg's (4:53 PM): cruising? what does that mean?
sherry_elliot (4:54 PM): enjoying ourselves
Greg's (4:55 PM): oh ‐ never heard that term before in that sense...
sherry_elliot (4:55 PM): ok
Greg's (4:55 PM): cruising means driving around ‐ thats all I know...lol
sherry_elliot (4:56 PM): it can also be used in other term also
Greg's (4:57 PM): i understand that ‐ I just said I never heard that before ‐ must be a kentucky thing ‐ lol
Greg's (4:58 PM): i gotta go now ‐ time for me to leave work...nice talking to ya!
sherry_elliot (4:59 PM): ok
This is about the fourth chat session – the others were short and I didn’t save.
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Thu, 6/25/09 11:44 AM ‐‐‐‐‐
Greg's (11:26 AM): Hi Sherry ‐ you busy?
sherry_elliot (11:26 AM): not much
sherry_elliot (11:27 AM): you must be at work/
Greg's (11:27 AM): how are you?
Greg's (11:27 AM): yep
sherry_elliot (11:27 AM): am doing great
Greg's (11:27 AM): I go to lunch in about 30 minutes
sherry_elliot (11:27 AM): nd u/
Greg's (11:27 AM): I'm doing good
sherry_elliot (11:28 AM): u want me to join u for the lunch
Greg's (11:28 AM): whats new in Kentucky?
Greg's (11:28 AM): sure ‐ drive on up here...

sherry_elliot (11:29 AM): no car
Greg's (11:29 AM): ? ? ?
sherry_elliot (11:29 AM): i dont use car
Greg's (11:29 AM): why?
sherry_elliot (11:30 AM): no money to buy
Greg's (11:30 AM): are you poor?
sherry_elliot (11:31 AM): yea
Greg's (11:31 AM): I'm sorry...
sherry_elliot (11:31 AM): that is why i work in supermarket
Greg's (11:32 AM): you have no car, but have a computer? ? ?
sherry_elliot (11:33 AM): i use the computer in my office
Greg's (11:34 AM): you have your own office at a supermarket?
sherry_elliot (11:36 AM): i am at the reception desk
Greg's (11:37 AM): what is a reception desk at a supermarket?
Greg's (11:43 AM): are you there?
sherry_elliot (11:44 AM): busy
Greg's (11:44 AM): ok
She logs out cuz of her stupid remark about a reception desk at a supermarket…Look at the time in between
posts when she gets confused!
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Sun, 7/19/09 7:48 PM ‐‐‐‐‐
Greg's (7:04 PM): hi sherry
sherry_elliot (7:05 PM): how are u today
Greg's (7:05 PM): godd, you?
Greg's (7:05 PM): good soryy
Greg's (7:05 PM): sorry
Greg's (7:05 PM): dang ‐ if I could only type
Greg's (7:05 PM): whats new?
sherry_elliot (7:06 PM): nothing much
Greg's (7:07 PM): where have you been?
Greg's (7:08 PM): havent seen you online for a while
sherry_elliot (7:08 PM): i was sick
Greg's (7:09 PM): nothing serious I hope
sherry_elliot (7:10 PM): i just got over it
Greg's (7:10 PM): thats good
Greg's (7:10 PM): hows work?
sherry_elliot (7:10 PM): i will resume back tomorrow
Greg's (7:11 PM): thats good
sherry_elliot (7:11 PM): thanks
Greg's (7:11 PM): are you busy now?
sherry_elliot (7:11 PM): no
Greg's (7:12 PM): oh ok, it must be the connection that seems slow
sherry_elliot (7:13 PM): so how is everything going on with u?
Greg's (7:13 PM): going great
sherry_elliot (7:15 PM): that is good
Greg's (7:16 PM): your in Kentucky right?
sherry_elliot (7:16 PM): correct
Greg's (7:16 PM): ok, just making sure...

Greg's (7:16 PM): what do you do for fun there?
sherry_elliot (7:17 PM): going to beach and hanging out with my friend
sherry_elliot (7:18 PM): and u?
Greg's (7:18 PM): what beach is there in Kentucky?
sherry_elliot (7:18 PM): kuramo beach
Greg's (7:19 PM): in Kentucky? ? ? Is it on a lake?
sherry_elliot (7:21 PM):
Greg's (7:22 PM): hello?
sherry_elliot (7:23 PM): hi
Greg's (7:24 PM): why aren't you answering?
sherry_elliot (7:26 PM): am here
Greg's (7:27 PM): are you having problems with your computer?
sherry_elliot (7:27 PM): it is old
Greg's (7:28 PM): is kuramo beach on a lake in Kentucky?
sherry_elliot (7:28 PM): yea
sherry_elliot (7:28 PM): how do u know?
Greg's (7:29 PM): it would have to be a lake ‐ the ocean doesn’t border Kentucky
sherry_elliot (7:30 PM): so tell me what have u been doing all this while
Greg's (7:30 PM): when?
sherry_elliot (7:31 PM): for the past few weeks
Greg's (7:31 PM): oh ‐ sorry. Nothing much, just working and hanging around the house
sherry_elliot (7:33 PM): with your babe?
Greg's (7:34 PM): with my dog
sherry_elliot (7:36 PM): ok
Greg's (7:45 PM): dont you fell like chatting?
Greg's (7:45 PM): feel*
sherry_elliot (7:46 PM): but u are not asking me anything
sherry_elliot (7:47 PM): and am not too happy
Greg's (7:47 PM): you just dont seem like you want to talk to me ‐ I'll let you go now
sherry_elliot (7:47 PM): am sorry
Greg's (7:48 PM): thats ok
Greg's (7:48 PM): nice talking to ya
sherry_elliot (7:48 PM): thanks
Greg's (7:48 PM): bye
Kuramo beach is a beach in Nigeria!
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Mon, 7/27/09 3:37 PM ‐‐‐‐‐
Greg's (2:16 PM): I guess youre done talking?
sherry_elliot (2:17 PM): my system shut down
sherry_elliot (2:17 PM): 1 min pls
Greg's (2:17 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (2:26 PM): am here now
Greg's (2:26 PM): ok
Greg's (2:27 PM): what is wrong with your computer
sherry_elliot (2:27 PM): infact i dont understand
sherry_elliot (2:27 PM): it is messing up seriously
Greg's (2:28 PM): buy a new one
sherry_elliot (2:29 PM): no money

Greg's (2:29 PM): why ‐ you have a job...
sherry_elliot (2:30 PM): i stopped working at the supermarket
Greg's (2:31 PM): why
sherry_elliot (2:31 PM): they are not paying me well
Greg's (2:33 PM): are you working now?
sherry_elliot (2:33 PM): no
sherry_elliot (2:33 PM): and while i was sick
sherry_elliot (2:33 PM): they gave me query for the absence
Greg's (2:34 PM): they gave you query ‐ what the heck does that mean?
sherry_elliot (2:34 PM): suspension
Greg's (2:35 PM): were you in the hospital?
sherry_elliot (2:36 PM): yea
sherry_elliot (2:36 PM): i was admitted
Greg's (2:36 PM): then your job can’t do that ‐ it's against the law
sherry_elliot (2:37 PM): well there is nothing i can do
Greg's (2:38 PM): yes there is ‐ you can report them to the authorities and sue them in court
Greg's (2:38 PM): you could get a lot of money out of this
sherry_elliot (2:39 PM): i dont have moeny to get lawyer
Greg's (2:41 PM): any lawyer would take this case pro bono ‐ it's open and shut ‐ technically, you don’t even
need a lawyer
sherry_elliot (2:44 PM): i dont like trouble
sherry_elliot (2:44 PM): and my mom wont like it as well
Greg's (2:44 PM): ?
sherry_elliot (2:45 PM): she is not from KY
Greg's (2:47 PM): what does that matter ‐ it is justice. If you get suspended unjustly, you should be
compensated for it
sherry_elliot (2:49 PM): pls lets forget about that
Greg's (2:50 PM): I don’t understand ‐ you don’t believe in sticking up for yourself?
sherry_elliot (2:51 PM): i do
sherry_elliot (2:51 PM): but not here where there is no father and the aged mother who is not from KY
Greg's (2:52 PM): are you an adult? how old are you?
sherry_elliot (2:52 PM): am just 28yrs
Greg's (2:54 PM): 28 years old and you can't stick up for yourself without your parents? ? ?
sherry_elliot (2:57 PM): am ok
sherry_elliot (2:57 PM): i will get another job by God's grace
Greg's (2:59 PM): well, I'm glad to see you don’t need the money that bad, i guess...
Greg's (2:59 PM): to*
sherry_elliot (2:59 PM): thanks
sherry_elliot (2:59 PM): how was your weekend
Greg's (3:00 PM): good
sherry_elliot (3:00 PM): that is gr8
Greg's (3:01 PM): did you do anything fun
sherry_elliot (3:04 PM): i like playing games
Greg's (3:05 PM): i meant this past weekend
sherry_elliot (3:12 PM): i went out with my friends
Greg's (3:15 PM): I just hung around the house
sherry_elliot (3:17 PM): really
sherry_elliot (3:17 PM): weather is cool here
Greg's (3:23 PM): hold on

Greg's (3:25 PM): ok, sorry
Greg's (3:26 PM): what was the temperature this weekend?
sherry_elliot (3:27 PM): dont know
Greg's (3:29 PM): no guess?
sherry_elliot (3:30 PM): no
Greg's (3:32 PM): ummm, ok?
Greg's (3:35 PM): do you live wih a roommate?
sherry_elliot (3:35 PM): i live with my mom
sherry_elliot (3:36 PM): brb
Greg's (3:37 PM): ok
Can’t guess the temperature in Kentucky? Maybe cuz she’s in Nigeria?
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Fri, 7/31/09 1:10 PM ‐‐‐‐‐
sherry_elliot (12:43 PM): hi
sherry_elliot (12:43 PM): how are u doing today?
Greg's (12:43 PM): hello
Greg's (12:44 PM): are you going to leave me hanging again today?
sherry_elliot (12:44 PM): no
sherry_elliot (12:44 PM): why?
Greg's (12:45 PM): you do it every time we start to talk
sherry_elliot (12:45 PM): am sorry 4 the last time
Greg's (12:45 PM): that’s ok, I'm used to it...
sherry_elliot (12:47 PM): i said am sorry
Greg's (12:47 PM): i know...
Greg's (12:47 PM): not your fault unless you meant to do it
sherry_elliot (12:48 PM): i was upset most of the time
Greg's (12:48 PM): ?
Greg's (12:48 PM): you said you were happy and in a good mood last time
sherry_elliot (12:49 PM): that i can say was one of the times i am happy
sherry_elliot (12:50 PM): but when i think about alot of things am down
Greg's (12:50 PM): why, what's wrong with you?
sherry_elliot (12:50 PM): am graduated
Greg's (12:51 PM): ?
sherry_elliot (12:51 PM): no better job
Greg's (12:51 PM): graduated from where?
sherry_elliot (12:52 PM): my dad's property that suppose to be my inheritance is lying within the people that
are not trustworthy
Greg's (12:53 PM): what are you talking about? ? ?
Greg's (12:53 PM): graduated from where i asked?
sherry_elliot (12:54 PM): from the university
sherry_elliot (12:54 PM): where i studied sales and marketing
Greg's (12:55 PM): what school?
Greg's (12:56 PM): hello?
sherry_elliot (12:56 PM): am here
Greg's (12:56 PM): what school?
Greg's (12:58 PM): hello?
sherry_elliot (12:58 PM): OBAFEMI AWOLOWO UNIVERSITY
Greg's (12:59 PM): ? Is that in Kentucky? ? ?

Greg's (12:59 PM): Is*
sherry_elliot (12:59 PM): no
sherry_elliot (1:00 PM): i school in nigeria
sherry_elliot (1:00 PM): when my dad was working as a construction engineer
sherry_elliot (1:00 PM): and my mom if from there
Greg's (1:00 PM): are you Nigerian? ? ?
sherry_elliot (1:01 PM): no
sherry_elliot (1:01 PM): am from KY
sherry_elliot (1:01 PM): smithfield
sherry_elliot (1:01 PM): but my mom nigerian
Greg's (1:01 PM): I was going to say ‐ I wouldn't talk to you if you were a filthy Nigerian
Greg's (1:02 PM): so you are half‐ Nigerian?
sherry_elliot (1:02 PM): yes
Greg's (1:02 PM): good bye
sherry_elliot (1:02 PM): people told me more about nigerian
sherry_elliot (1:02 PM): andi know that they are dubious
sherry_elliot (1:03 PM): am sorry to waste your time for long
Greg's (1:03 PM): they are all thieves and criminals and I am glad they are over there killing each other
sherry_elliot (1:03 PM): really
sherry_elliot (1:03 PM): what is going on there
Greg's (1:04 PM): you don’t know?
sherry_elliot (1:05 PM): am here in KY
Greg's (1:05 PM): I'm in Ohio...
sherry_elliot (1:05 PM): how will i know
Greg's (1:05 PM): don’t you read the news?
sherry_elliot (1:05 PM): am sorry
sherry_elliot (1:05 PM): don't be harsh on me
Greg's (1:06 PM): why didn’t you tell me before that your mom was a filthy Nigerian
sherry_elliot (1:08 PM): am sorry
sherry_elliot (1:08 PM): i have upset u
sherry_elliot (1:08 PM): am sorry
sherry_elliot (1:08 PM): we will talk later then
Greg's (1:08 PM): no thanks
sherry_elliot (1:09 PM): ttyl
Greg's (1:09 PM): i would rather not talk to you any more
sherry_elliot (1:09 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (1:09 PM): bye
sherry_elliot (1:09 PM): am sorry
Greg's (1:10 PM): I didn't realize you were a filthy criminal
I was sick of her so I wanted to just get some insults in…
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Tue, 8/4/09 12:21 PM ‐‐‐‐‐
sherry_elliot (10:21 AM): hi
sherry_elliot (10:21 AM): how are u doing?
Greg's (10:30 AM): good
sherry_elliot (10:31 AM): how are u doing?
Greg's (10:31 AM): I said good
sherry_elliot (10:32 AM): its a long time

sherry_elliot (10:32 AM): are u still mad at me
Greg's (10:33 AM): I wouldn't say mad ‐ disgusted is more like it...
sherry_elliot (10:33 AM): why/
Greg's (10:34 AM): because you are Nigerian
sherry_elliot (10:34 AM): am not full nigerian
Greg's (10:34 AM): close enough
sherry_elliot (10:34 AM): its only my mom that is from there
sherry_elliot (10:35 AM): i really like the way u do advise me
Greg's (10:35 AM): advise you?
Greg's (10:35 AM): what does that mean?
Greg's (10:38 AM): hello?
sherry_elliot (10:39 AM): am confused that u have totally changed to me
Greg's (10:40 AM): what do you mean "advise you"?
sherry_elliot (10:44 AM): you do tell me what is good ,what i suppose to do and other things like that
sherry_elliot (10:45 AM): i do share my opinion with u but just because of racism u want to change your
attitude towards me
Greg's (10:46 AM): why would you even want to talk to me if I am racist?
sherry_elliot (10:46 AM): i remember the past
Greg's (10:47 AM): ?
Greg's (10:47 AM): what does that mean?
sherry_elliot (10:48 AM): how u have been so good to me
Greg's (10:49 AM): do you know who you are talking to? we talked about 4 times and every time you ended
up cutting me off or logging out? do you remember this?
sherry_elliot (10:49 AM): and i do tell u am sorry
sherry_elliot (10:50 AM): the system am using is not good
sherry_elliot (10:50 AM): it is old
Greg's (10:50 AM): that’s not the point ‐ you said i was good to you ‐ I barely talked to you
sherry_elliot (10:50 AM): u do
Greg's (10:51 AM): are you insane?
sherry_elliot (10:52 AM): i can see u are upset now
sherry_elliot (10:52 AM): am sorry
sherry_elliot (10:52 AM): we will talk some other time
Greg's (10:52 AM): i am not upset
Greg's (10:52 AM): I just think you have some big problems
sherry_elliot (10:53 AM): ok
sherry_elliot (10:53 AM): if u say so
Greg's (10:53 AM): cut your mothers throat
sherry_elliot (10:54 AM): that is abusive
Greg's (10:54 AM): I told you ‐ I hate Nigerians
sherry_elliot (10:55 AM): tell me have they done anything bad to u before
sherry_elliot (10:55 AM): though i know they are bad but not to the extent of transfering it on me
Greg's (10:55 AM): they are a disease...they are all thieves, liars, and murderers
sherry_elliot (10:57 AM): i know all that but u dont have to hate me also
Greg's (10:57 AM): you have the disease
sherry_elliot (10:59 AM): what disease is that
Greg's (10:59 AM): Nigerian, nigger
sherry_elliot (11:01 AM): oh my God
Greg's (11:02 AM): ?
sherry_elliot (11:02 AM): i do not the way u are talking

Greg's (11:03 AM): sorry ‐ that's how I feel ‐ I hate all niggers, africans, etc. ‐ especially Nigerians
sherry_elliot (11:04 AM): does that means u hate me also
Greg's (11:05 AM): are you part nigger?
sherry_elliot (11:05 AM): KY
Greg's (11:06 AM): are you half nigger?
sherry_elliot (11:07 AM): but i can't denie that my mom is from there
Greg's (11:07 AM): then you are scum
sherry_elliot (11:08 AM): ?
Greg's (11:09 AM): what don't you understand?
sherry_elliot (11:09 AM): ok
sherry_elliot (11:10 AM): let us forget about this
sherry_elliot (11:10 AM): can i ask u a question?
Greg's (11:11 AM): go ahead
sherry_elliot (11:13 AM): if it happens that u are from nigeria what will u do?
Greg's (11:14 AM): do the world a favor and kill myself ‐ that's what I would do
sherry_elliot (11:14 AM): what/
sherry_elliot (11:14 AM): ?
Greg's (11:16 AM): you asked if I was from Nigeria what would I do ‐ I would kill myself
sherry_elliot (11:16 AM): why would u do that to yourself?
Greg's (11:18 AM): it's better than being a nigger/Nigerian
sherry_elliot (11:19 AM): but do u belief u can change the whole world by changing your character and
attitude first and someone else
Greg's (11:20 AM): what are you talking about? ? ? I not changing the world or trying to...
sherry_elliot (11:22 AM): well that is what i think instead of being a racist
Greg's (11:23 AM): well, we are totally different ‐ I think that everything bad in this world comes from Africa ‐
crime, disease, AIDS, War, etc. ‐ all from Africa
sherry_elliot (11:24 AM): well it is true
sherry_elliot (11:25 AM): but as a member of ARCS we have been doing some awareness to reduce that
Greg's (11:25 AM): ARCS?
sherry_elliot (11:26 AM): American Red Cross Society
Greg's (11:28 AM): oh, never heard it called ARCS ‐ the only way you will fix africa is to shoot nuclear missiles
and get rid of them all
sherry_elliot (11:31 AM): well if u think so
Greg's (11:32 AM): i do
Greg's (11:32 AM): it's in the blood
Greg's (11:33 AM): only way to get rid of it
sherry_elliot (11:33 AM): ok
sherry_elliot (11:33 AM): so how was your weekend
Greg's (11:34 AM): good
sherry_elliot (11:35 AM): tell me how u spent it
Greg's (11:36 AM): hanging around my house
sherry_elliot (11:38 AM): no clubbing?
Greg's (11:39 AM): never
sherry_elliot (11:43 AM): why?
Greg's (11:44 AM): I don’t drink and I don’t like clubs
sherry_elliot (11:45 AM): that is great
sherry_elliot (11:45 AM): am surprised
Greg's (11:46 AM): surprised about what?
sherry_elliot (11:46 AM): about u not drinking and am very impressed

Greg's (11:47 AM): ummm, ok?
sherry_elliot (11:49 AM): tell me about your past life
Greg's (11:50 AM): graduated college in 1991, I'm an Accountant, etc, etc
sherry_elliot (11:51 AM): ok
sherry_elliot (11:51 AM): marital life?
Greg's (11:51 AM): single
sherry_elliot (11:52 AM): never married?
Greg's (11:52 AM): never
sherry_elliot (11:53 AM): how old are ?
Greg's (11:54 AM): 40
sherry_elliot (11:57 AM): why are u not married?
sherry_elliot (11:57 AM): are u there?
sherry_elliot (11:58 AM): <ding>
Greg's (11:58 AM): I'm here ‐ don't want to be married ‐ I like living alone
sherry_elliot (11:59 AM): why ?
Greg's (11:59 AM): no one to bother me
sherry_elliot (12:00 PM): can't u go out and look for someone?
Greg's (12:01 PM): what does that mean?
sherry_elliot (12:02 PM): never mind me
sherry_elliot (12:03 PM): so where are u now?
sherry_elliot (12:04 PM): <ding>
Greg's (12:04 PM): ar work
Greg's (12:04 PM): at*
sherry_elliot (12:04 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (12:04 PM): in bank
sherry_elliot (12:04 PM): ?
sherry_elliot (12:05 PM): <ding>
Greg's (12:06 PM): bank?
sherry_elliot (12:06 PM): i thought u work in bank
Greg's (12:06 PM): no.
Greg's (12:07 PM): manufacturing company
sherry_elliot (12:07 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (12:07 PM): what do they do in that company/
sherry_elliot (12:07 PM): ?
Greg's (12:07 PM): make fasteners and weld studs
sherry_elliot (12:09 PM): ok
Greg's (12:09 PM): are you still jobless
sherry_elliot (12:09 PM): yea
sherry_elliot (12:11 PM): u want to help me?
Greg's (12:11 PM): get a job?
sherry_elliot (12:11 PM): yea
Greg's (12:11 PM): how would I do that?
sherry_elliot (12:14 PM): u may help me by applying for a job there
Greg's (12:15 PM): where?
sherry_elliot (12:15 PM): and u can also help me by coming down there
sherry_elliot (12:15 PM): to your state
Greg's (12:15 PM): we aren't hiring ‐ we are fully staffed
sherry_elliot (12:15 PM): in the company u are working
sherry_elliot (12:16 PM): so no vacancy

Greg's (12:16 PM): nope ‐ no job openings
sherry_elliot (12:16 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (12:17 PM): i am planning to relocate maybe with that i can get job
sherry_elliot (12:17 PM): <ding>
Greg's (12:18 PM): why dont you get a job and save up some money before you relocate ‐ that would be the
smart thing to do...
sherry_elliot (12:18 PM): i am planning to go to minnesota where an uncle is to seek for an employment
there
Greg's (12:19 PM): ok
Greg's (12:19 PM): I gotta go ‐ it's my lunch time here at work
sherry_elliot (12:19 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (12:20 PM): thanks for being there
Greg's (12:20 PM): yep
Greg's (12:20 PM): bye
sherry_elliot (12:20 PM): how many hours is it from MN to you
Greg's (12:20 PM): 3 or 4
sherry_elliot (12:21 PM): by road or by flight
Greg's (12:21 PM): car
Greg's (12:21 PM): i gotta go
I was laughing so hard at this but I had to go to lunch. I didn’t want to leave! I apologize for the racist remarks
– just trying to get under her skin!
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Tue, 8/4/09 1:19 PM ‐‐‐‐‐
Greg's (12:45 PM): i'm back
sherry_elliot (12:46 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (12:46 PM): what did u eat
Greg's (12:46 PM): I just ran to the store and got an ice tea
sherry_elliot (12:49 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (12:49 PM): where is mine
Greg's (12:51 PM): at the store
sherry_elliot (12:51 PM): why cant u get it for me
Greg's (12:52 PM): yeah, I'll mail it to you...
sherry_elliot (12:53 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (12:53 PM): i will be expecting that
sherry_elliot (12:53 PM): so how was it outside there
Greg's (12:53 PM): warm, gonna rain...
sherry_elliot (12:54 PM): really
Greg's (12:55 PM): yep
sherry_elliot (12:55 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (12:56 PM): how are u going to help me with my unemployment
Greg's (12:56 PM): what does that mean? I thought you were going to Minnesota
sherry_elliot (12:58 PM): yea
sherry_elliot (12:59 PM): i am not sure whether i will get it there just a trial
Greg's (12:59 PM): I dont have any employment connections Minnesota so I don't think I can help
sherry_elliot (1:00 PM): not in MN only may your state there
Greg's (1:00 PM): I dont have any connections here either, outside of my work and we aren't hiring right now
sherry_elliot (1:01 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (1:01 PM): i will keep trying

Greg's (1:02 PM): good luck
sherry_elliot (1:02 PM): thanks
Greg's (1:02 PM): what are you trained for
sherry_elliot (1:02 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (1:03 PM): sales and marketing
Greg's (1:04 PM): and you were working at a grocery store?
sherry_elliot (1:04 PM): before
Greg's (1:06 PM): I'm sure you will find something...
sherry_elliot (1:07 PM): ok thanks very much
Greg's (1:08 PM): what time is it there?
Greg's (1:09 PM): are you there?
sherry_elliot (1:12 PM): yea
sherry_elliot (1:12 PM): am back
sherry_elliot (1:12 PM): 12:11pm here
sherry_elliot (1:12 PM): and u?
Greg's (1:13 PM): it's 1:13
sherry_elliot (1:13 PM): ok
Greg's (1:14 PM): you are in Kentucky right?
sherry_elliot (1:14 PM): yea
Greg's (1:14 PM): why are you an hour different?
sherry_elliot (1:15 PM): i dont know
Greg's (1:15 PM): it should be the same as me, shouldn't it?
sherry_elliot (1:16 PM): no
sherry_elliot (1:16 PM): i dont know cuz am not god
Greg's (1:16 PM): do you know where Ohio is?
sherry_elliot (1:17 PM): no
sherry_elliot (1:18 PM): i have not been there before
sherry_elliot (1:18 PM): am going now
sherry_elliot (1:18 PM): i will be back later
sherry_elliot (1:18 PM): i love u
sherry_elliot (1:18 PM): bye
Greg's (1:19 PM): you may want to look at a map...
Greg's (1:19 PM): lol
She doesn’t know where Ohio is and doesn’t know why we are an hour different in time? I have seen her
online since this last session and she hasn’t made the attempt to talk to me again. Notice how she abruptly
leaves after I confound her with the time and location of Ohio questions. She does throw in an “I love you”
though. I don’t think this is over yet…
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Mon, 8/10/09 10:30 PM ‐‐‐‐‐
Greg's (8:54 PM): hello
sherry_elliot (8:56 PM): how are u doing?
Greg's (8:56 PM): good, how are you?
sherry_elliot (8:57 PM): am fine
Greg's (8:57 PM): whats new?
Greg's (8:59 PM): are you there?
sherry_elliot (9:00 PM): nothing much but just preparing for how i will get to MN
Greg's (9:00 PM): did you find a job there?
sherry_elliot (9:01 PM): not yet but i was i assured that i will get

sherry_elliot (9:02 PM): just pray 4 me that i should get money to go there
Greg's (9:03 PM): i thought you were going to stay with your uncle
sherry_elliot (9:05 PM): my uncle's friend
Greg's (9:06 PM): you told me you were going to stay with your uncle ‐ do you know his friend, or is he a
stranger?
sherry_elliot (9:08 PM): no i said my uncle's friend
Greg's (9:08 PM): do you know him?
sherry_elliot (9:09 PM): yea
Greg's (9:09 PM): what is your job going to be?
sherry_elliot (9:10 PM): actually i dont know yet
sherry_elliot (9:10 PM): but i just belief in God for everything
Greg's (9:11 PM): so you are travelling all the way to Minnesota for a job, but you don't know what it is? ? ?
sherry_elliot (9:14 PM): i may get in a big company there
Greg's (9:16 PM): cool! what company?
Greg's (9:19 PM): hello?
sherry_elliot (9:20 PM): hi
Greg's (9:20 PM): are you still there?
sherry_elliot (9:21 PM): yes
Greg's (9:21 PM): computer problems? you aren't answering me...
sherry_elliot (9:21 PM): am here now
Greg's (9:21 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (9:22 PM): so tell me how u spent your weekend
sherry_elliot (9:22 PM): ?
Greg's (9:22 PM): what company are you going to get into?
Greg's (9:23 PM): my niece came over to visit...
Greg's (9:23 PM): did yardwork...
Greg's (9:23 PM): nothing much
sherry_elliot (9:23 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (9:23 PM): that is good
Greg's (9:24 PM): what company did you say?
sherry_elliot (9:24 PM): he has not told me exactly the name of the company
Greg's (9:25 PM): oh, ok
Greg's (9:25 PM): what did you do this weekend?
sherry_elliot (9:26 PM): brb
sherry_elliot (9:26 PM): pls
Greg's (9:26 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (9:29 PM): am back
Greg's (9:29 PM): ok
Greg's (9:30 PM): well?
sherry_elliot (9:32 PM): well i did not do something much
sherry_elliot (9:32 PM): i just went with a friend to a birthday party
Greg's (9:33 PM): sounds like fun...
sherry_elliot (9:33 PM): yea
Greg's (9:34 PM): are you ever going to send me a picture? I don't even know what you look like...
sherry_elliot (9:36 PM): i thought i sent u some before
Greg's (9:36 PM): no, never
sherry_elliot (9:37 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (9:37 PM): i will send some to your mail box
Greg's (9:37 PM): ok

sherry_elliot (9:37 PM): and make sure u send me yours too
Greg's (9:38 PM): didnt you see mine on my profile when you contacted me?
sherry_elliot (9:39 PM): i want it in my mail box
Greg's (9:39 PM): alright ‐ hold on
sherry_elliot (9:42 PM): k
sherry_elliot (9:42 PM): send me your yahoo id
Greg's (9:43 PM): gregvette0404
Greg's (9:49 PM): did you get mine yet?
sherry_elliot (9:49 PM): am checking it
Greg's (9:50 PM): i have more, i just cant find where i saved them
sherry_elliot (9:50 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (9:50 PM): i will want u to send me more
Greg's (9:55 PM): did you send them?
Greg's (9:57 PM): i found them ‐ I sent 3 more
sherry_elliot (9:57 PM): i have not got it
sherry_elliot (9:58 PM): i have sent u 2
sherry_elliot (9:58 PM): you look very handsome in the pics
Greg's (9:58 PM): thanks
sherry_elliot (10:01 PM): who are those guys beside u?
Greg's (10:02 PM): one is my brother in law and the other is my best friend
sherry_elliot (10:02 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (10:02 PM): but u told me that u are not married
Greg's (10:02 PM): im not
sherry_elliot (10:03 PM): ok
Greg's (10:03 PM): why would you think I was married? ? ?
sherry_elliot (10:04 PM): when u told me about brother in law just now
Greg's (10:05 PM): my sisters husband is my brother‐ in‐ law...
sherry_elliot (10:05 PM): yes...i was just worried
sherry_elliot (10:05 PM): i just remember now
Greg's (10:06 PM): just remember what?
sherry_elliot (10:06 PM): who u can call brother inlaw
Greg's (10:06 PM): ? ? ?
Greg's (10:07 PM): are you an American?
sherry_elliot (10:07 PM): yes
sherry_elliot (10:07 PM): i thought u knew
sherry_elliot (10:07 PM): do u have anything against the americans?
Greg's (10:07 PM): i thought I did too
sherry_elliot (10:08 PM): ok...
sherry_elliot (10:08 PM): what time is there with you?
Greg's (10:08 PM): 10:08pm
sherry_elliot (10:09 PM): ok.. when did u come back from work?
Greg's (10:09 PM): when did I get home do you mean?
Greg's (10:10 PM): i get home about 6:00pm
sherry_elliot (10:10 PM): yes
sherry_elliot (10:10 PM): how was work?
Greg's (10:11 PM): was goo ‐ nothing special
Greg's (10:11 PM): good*
sherry_elliot (10:12 PM): ok...
sherry_elliot (10:12 PM): what have u eaten for dinner?

Greg's (10:13 PM): hamburgers on the grill
sherry_elliot (10:13 PM): wao...did u enjoy it?
Greg's (10:13 PM): yep
sherry_elliot (10:17 PM): ok..when are u going to bed?
Greg's (10:17 PM): about an hour
sherry_elliot (10:18 PM): can i ask u a question?
Greg's (10:19 PM): sure
sherry_elliot (10:20 PM): how many woman do chat with online?
Greg's (10:20 PM): not very many ‐ one or two, once in a while...
sherry_elliot (10:20 PM): where are they from?
Greg's (10:21 PM): usually from my area...
sherry_elliot (10:21 PM): ok...
Greg's (10:21 PM): why?
sherry_elliot (10:21 PM): are u serious about me?
Greg's (10:21 PM): what does that mean?
sherry_elliot (10:22 PM): do u see us together?
Greg's (10:22 PM): no
sherry_elliot (10:22 PM): why?
Greg's (10:23 PM): you live in Kentucky and you are moving to Minnesota ‐ I'm not leaving Ohio
sherry_elliot (10:24 PM): ok...but we can see one of this days
Greg's (10:25 PM): ok
Greg's (10:27 PM): i'm going to get going
sherry_elliot (10:27 PM): to where?
Greg's (10:27 PM): talk to you later...
Greg's (10:27 PM): watch some TV before I go to bed
Greg's (10:27 PM): I meant I am getting off the computer
Greg's (10:28 PM): bye
sherry_elliot (10:30 PM): bye and chat with you other time
sherry_elliot (10:30 PM): it is nice chatting with you
I had this idiot send me another picture just to see if it was the same one she sent me before (months ago…).
Remarkably, it was. The email IP address also traced back to Nigeria, which was another reason for requesting
a pic. Like I really care what picture this butt‐munch stole from the internet to send me.
How did you like the conversation and I mentioned my brother‐in‐law? She didn’t understand how I could
have a brother‐in‐law and yet, not be married. She is either not an American or incredibly stupid – or both!
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Tue, 8/18/09 10:27 PM ‐‐‐‐‐
Greg's (9:18 PM): are you busy
sherry_elliot (9:19 PM): no
sherry_elliot (9:19 PM): how are u doing today?
Greg's (9:19 PM): what were you doing last night
Greg's (9:19 PM): im doing good
sherry_elliot (9:19 PM): in my friends house
Greg's (9:20 PM): your uncles friend?
sherry_elliot (9:20 PM): a new friend
Greg's (9:20 PM): didnt you just get there? that was fast...
Greg's (9:22 PM): hello?
sherry_elliot (9:23 PM): yes............ .....but i met this girl through my uncle's and she has been so nice to me

Greg's (9:23 PM): thats cool
Greg's (9:24 PM): so what happened with the job?
sherry_elliot (9:24 PM): no job yet
Greg's (9:25 PM): i know you said that ‐ I was wondering what went wrong with the big company you
interviewed for
sherry_elliot (9:26 PM): i was not picked
Greg's (9:26 PM): what was the name of the company?
sherry_elliot (9:27 PM): smith hill holding
Greg's (9:28 PM): what kind of business?
sherry_elliot (9:28 PM): general merchandise
Greg's (9:29 PM): ?
Greg's (9:29 PM): what does that mean?
sherry_elliot (9:30 PM): they buy and sell property
Greg's (9:30 PM): oh, ok. you call that general merchandise?
Greg's (9:31 PM): where are you going to look now?
Greg's (9:31 PM): any prospects?
sherry_elliot (9:31 PM): dont know yet
sherry_elliot (9:31 PM): and i have run out of token am managing
Greg's (9:32 PM): what does that mean?
Greg's (9:32 PM): what kind of tokens?
sherry_elliot (9:33 PM): sorry.......... ..i mean money
Greg's (9:33 PM): oh, ok.
Greg's (9:33 PM): lucky for you someone is supporting you for the time being...
sherry_elliot (9:34 PM): thanks
Greg's (9:34 PM): your welcome
Greg's (9:35 PM): what is Minnesota like?
sherry_elliot (9:36 PM): well it a veryy cool place and lively
Greg's (9:36 PM): that’s cool
Greg's (9:37 PM): where are you at now?
Greg's (9:37 PM): you uncle's friends house?
sherry_elliot (9:37 PM): right
Greg's (9:37 PM): do he have a nice house
Greg's (9:37 PM): does**
sherry_elliot (9:39 PM): it is an apartment
Greg's (9:41 PM): oh
Greg's (9:42 PM): what is your friend do? maybe she can find you a job?
sherry_elliot (9:42 PM): she is a student
Greg's (9:43 PM): doesn’t she have a jon though?
Greg's (9:43 PM): job**
Greg's (9:50 PM): are you still there
sherry_elliot (9:51 PM): yes
Greg's (9:51 PM): oh, was waiting for you to answer
sherry_elliot (9:52 PM): she still in school
Greg's (9:53 PM): but she doesn’t work?
sherry_elliot (9:55 PM): no
Greg's (9:55 PM): are her parents rich? college is expensive...
sherry_elliot (9:57 PM): averagely
Greg's (9:59 PM): must be nice ‐ i had to work thru college
sherry_elliot (10:00 PM): really?

Greg's (10:00 PM): everyone i know did...
Greg's (10:00 PM): in fact, i don’t know anyone who didn’t work while in college
sherry_elliot (10:03 PM): that is good
sherry_elliot (10:03 PM): but do u think it is everybody that did that
Greg's (10:04 PM): just about ‐ unless you are very rich or received an athletic scholarship
sherry_elliot (10:05 PM): ok
Greg's (10:05 PM): so your friends parents may be richer than you know
sherry_elliot (10:06 PM): sure
sherry_elliot (10:06 PM): she gave me $30 yesterday
Greg's (10:07 PM): ? ? ?
Greg's (10:07 PM): for what
sherry_elliot (10:07 PM): to eat
Greg's (10:08 PM): i thought your uncles friend was supporting you? ? ?
sherry_elliot (10:08 PM): no
sherry_elliot (10:08 PM): he told he was only going to accomodate me
Greg's (10:09 PM): so you moved to Minnesota with no job and no way of eating? ? ?
sherry_elliot (10:10 PM): well, what will i do
sherry_elliot (10:10 PM): i need to survive
Greg's (10:11 PM): what was wrong with Kentucky? I know you didn’t have a job but at least you mother was
there to support you
sherry_elliot (10:12 PM): she getting older and i have to work for me to be somebody in life
Greg's (10:13 PM): being jobless in Kentucky is the same as jobless in Minnesota...
Greg's (10:13 PM): at least you knew people in Kentucky
sherry_elliot (10:13 PM): yes
Greg's (10:13 PM): that was a strange decision you made ‐ I don’t understand it...
Greg's (10:14 PM): how did you get to Minnesota anyways?
sherry_elliot (10:17 PM): i followed my uncle's friend and now i can see i made a very big mistake
Greg's (10:18 PM): did you drive there or fly or what?
sherry_elliot (10:18 PM): drive
Greg's (10:18 PM): you have a car now?
sherry_elliot (10:19 PM): no the man has a car
Greg's (10:19 PM): he came to Kentucky and picked you up? ? ?
sherry_elliot (10:20 PM): he came to do some things there and picked me along
Greg's (10:21 PM): oh, ok. at least it didn’t cost you anything
sherry_elliot (10:21 PM): no
Greg's (10:22 PM): that’s nice
Greg's (10:24 PM): i'm sure you'll find a job soon
sherry_elliot (10:25 PM): i hope so too
Greg's (10:26 PM): I’m going to bed now
Greg's (10:27 PM): talk to you later
sherry_elliot (10:27 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (10:27 PM): thanks so much for been there
I am still waiting for this idiot to play the money angle. She attempted to drop a hint a while back about some
inheritance in Nigeria which I totally ignored… I thought she was going to ask for money for moving expenses
to Minnesota, but was wondering how she would work it being in Nigeria. After all, why would I send money
to Nigeria when she was supposed to be in Kentucky???
‐‐‐‐‐ Our chat on Thu, 8/20/09 11:57 PM ‐‐‐‐‐

sherry_elliot (9:38 PM): hi dear
sherry_elliot (9:39 PM): are u there?
Greg's (9:39 PM): sorry, was outside
Greg's (9:39 PM): how are you
sherry_elliot (9:39 PM): ok
sherry_elliot (9:39 PM): fine i may say
Greg's (9:40 PM): any luck on the job hunt
sherry_elliot (9:40 PM): i went for an interview today but am still waiting for their response
Greg's (9:41 PM): what was the position
sherry_elliot (9:41 PM): sales rep.
Greg's (9:41 PM): what company
sherry_elliot (9:42 PM): pharmaceutical company
Greg's (9:43 PM): hope you get it
sherry_elliot (9:46 PM): i tried in the interview but still waiting for them to call me
Greg's (9:47 PM): good luck
sherry_elliot (9:48 PM): thanks
Greg's (9:50 PM): does it pay well?
sherry_elliot (9:51 PM): for a start they say $!35 a week
Greg's (9:52 PM): how much?
sherry_elliot (9:52 PM): 135
Greg's (9:53 PM): oh
Greg's (9:53 PM): how much did you make at the grocery store?
Greg's (10:14 PM): hello?
sherry_elliot (10:15 PM): am here
Greg's (10:15 PM): what happened?
sherry_elliot (10:16 PM): the server was bad
Greg's (10:17 PM): oh ok
Greg's (10:18 PM): is the job you interviewed for a full‐ time position?
sherry_elliot (10:19 PM): yes
Greg's (10:19 PM): how much did you make at the grocery store?
sherry_elliot (10:21 PM): 70$
Greg's (10:22 PM): sounds like a good job, doesn’t it?
sherry_elliot (10:23 PM): yes...........i t is
Greg's (10:25 PM): so for full time work, your going to make $135 a week ‐ what are you going to do with all
that money? ? ?
sherry_elliot (10:27 PM): well let them call me first then i know that the next thing is to plan on it
Greg's (10:28 PM): yeah, that's a good plan...
sherry_elliot (10:29 PM): thanks
Greg's (10:30 PM): what else is new?
sherry_elliot (10:31 PM): nothing
Greg's (10:31 PM): seen your new friend lately?
sherry_elliot (10:33 PM): yes
Greg's (10:35 PM): do anything fun?
sherry_elliot (10:37 PM): hang out around
Greg's (10:38 PM): can I ask you something?
sherry_elliot (10:40 PM): yes.........go ahead
Greg's (10:40 PM): will you give me a straight answer?
sherry_elliot (10:40 PM): well if it deserve straight answer
Greg's (10:41 PM): dont all questions deserve a straight answer?

sherry_elliot (10:41 PM): ask me what u want to ask
Greg's (10:42 PM): where are you really from?
sherry_elliot (10:43 PM): I told u this several times
sherry_elliot (10:44 PM): how many times u want to ask this?
Greg's (10:44 PM): i want to hear the truth ‐ you owe me that don’t you?
sherry_elliot (10:44 PM): what exactly do u want to know
Greg's (10:45 PM): where you are from for real ‐ it is obvious that you are not an American, nor in the United
States
Greg's (10:46 PM): i won’t be mad ‐ i just want the truth
sherry_elliot (10:46 PM): why do u say so?
Greg's (10:47 PM): it is obvious for many reasons...
Greg's (10:47 PM): please tell me the truth
sherry_elliot (10:47 PM): i told u am from KY
sherry_elliot (10:47 PM): but tell me the reasons
Greg's (10:48 PM): you don’t know where Ohio is, and you are from Kentucky? ? ? go look at a map...
Greg's (10:52 PM): when I asked what time it was there ‐ you were an hour off. Ohio and Kentucky are in the
same time zone
sherry_elliot (10:53 PM): that is why u are telling me that am not from state
sherry_elliot (10:53 PM): am disappointed in u
sherry_elliot (10:54 PM): and i believe that u are the one i can confide in and take as a guidiance
sherry_elliot (10:54 PM): u are now the one that is annoying me
Greg's (10:54 PM): do you know what the Federal Minimum Wage is?
sherry_elliot (10:54 PM): its bad
sherry_elliot (10:55 PM): i dont need anymore or your questions
Greg's (10:56 PM): the minimum you could make for full time work is $325.00 a week ‐ that is a law!
Greg's (10:56 PM): please, just level with me...
sherry_elliot (10:57 PM): can u come to MN for confirmation
Greg's (10:58 PM): i could if i wanted to ‐ its only about an 8 hour drive...
sherry_elliot (10:59 PM): when should i be expecting u?
Greg's (11:00 PM): i would need an address and phone number
sherry_elliot (11:03 PM): ok
Greg's (11:04 PM): so how is it that your new job prospect could pay you well below minimum wage?
sherry_elliot (11:05 PM): what can i do when there is nothing for me to do
Greg's (11:06 PM): by law they cant do that
sherry_elliot (11:07 PM): well may i will first let them employ me then i will take it up
Greg's (11:07 PM): so what is the address?
sherry_elliot (11:10 PM): i will have to ask my uncle's friend for the address but i know that it is saint paul
Greg's (11:11 PM): remember a few weeks ago when you sent me those pictures of you via email?
sherry_elliot (11:12 PM): uhm?
Greg's (11:12 PM): do you remember?
sherry_elliot (11:13 PM): so what about them?
Greg's (11:14 PM): i traced the IP Address of that email ‐ it came from Nigeria
Greg's (11:14 PM): anything you want to tell me?
sherry_elliot (11:15 PM): thanks for the confirmation
sherry_elliot (11:15 PM): u are good
Greg's (11:15 PM): can i show you something?
sherry_elliot (11:16 PM): but it is because of the hatred u for the nigerians that made me lied to u
sherry_elliot (11:16 PM): am sorry
Greg's (11:16 PM): http://macsbaitstore.com/KentuckyFriedLoser.pdf

Greg's (11:16 PM): can you check out this site?
sherry_elliot (11:16 PM): what is there?
sherry_elliot (11:16 PM): greg
Greg's (11:17 PM): yes?
sherry_elliot (11:17 PM): can i ask u something?
Greg's (11:17 PM): yes
sherry_elliot (11:17 PM): what exactly is your discipline in school?
Greg's (11:18 PM): i didnt lie about that ‐ I'm a college grad and an accountant
sherry_elliot (11:18 PM): ok
Greg's (11:18 PM): why?
sherry_elliot (11:19 PM): how come u are good in computer
Greg's (11:19 PM): majored in finance/accounting, minored in CIS (Computer Information Systems)
sherry_elliot (11:20 PM): oic
Greg's (11:20 PM): did you click the link and see my website?
sherry_elliot (11:21 PM): what is it all about........... .please tell me
Greg's (11:21 PM): what do you think? Scambaiting of course...
sherry_elliot (11:21 PM): i know
sherry_elliot (11:22 PM): again can i ask u something?
Greg's (11:22 PM): of course
sherry_elliot (11:22 PM): can u be teaching somethings that u think am fool of?
Greg's (11:23 PM): like what
sherry_elliot (11:24 PM): maybe in computer,politic s,education or any other aspect cuz am proud of u
sherry_elliot (11:24 PM): u are a guru
Greg's (11:25 PM): tell me something first ‐ I dont understand why you and others do this...
Greg's (11:26 PM): not the scamming ‐ thats not what I meant
sherry_elliot (11:26 PM): uhmmmmmmmmm
Greg's (11:26 PM): why do you try to pose as Americans? it is so obvious...
Greg's (11:26 PM): has this worked on anyone?
sherry_elliot (11:27 PM): actual, i just started doing it when i was told that it works
sherry_elliot (11:27 PM): i wont lie to u anymore
Greg's (11:27 PM): but when they ask questions you cant answer
sherry_elliot (11:28 PM): i try but am not as good as some people
Greg's (11:29 PM): why wouldnt you pose as a french woman ‐ your language is french right?
sherry_elliot (11:30 PM): english
Greg's (11:31 PM): you dont speak good enough English to pose as an American ‐ that was the first thing that
gave you away
Greg's (11:31 PM): your English is fine for an African ‐ but not to pose as an American
sherry_elliot (11:32 PM): really?
Greg's (11:32 PM): it was so obvious from the first chat session
Greg's (11:32 PM): i knew you werent an American
sherry_elliot (11:35 PM): how do u know?
Greg's (11:35 PM): from the way you talked ‐ that was the first clue ‐ there were many others too...
sherry_elliot (11:36 PM): like
Greg's (11:37 PM): remember when you said you like to go to the beach in Kentucky ‐ kuramo beach...
sherry_elliot (11:37 PM): yes
Greg's (11:37 PM): yes, i looked it up ‐ guess where kuramo beach is?
sherry_elliot (11:38 PM): where?
Greg's (11:39 PM): do you have to ask? I thought we were being straight now...of course it’s in Nigeria
sherry_elliot (11:44 PM): yes

sherry_elliot (11:44 PM): have u been there before?
Greg's (11:44 PM): been where?
sherry_elliot (11:44 PM): the beach or let say nigeria
Greg's (11:45 PM): oh god no
Greg's (11:45 PM): been to the beach many times
Greg's (11:45 PM): never would go to Nigeria
sherry_elliot (11:45 PM): why?
Greg's (11:45 PM): i would be killed and robbed ‐ why do you think???
sherry_elliot (11:48 PM): dont say that
sherry_elliot (11:48 PM): u cant be killed
Greg's (11:49 PM): i wont even go into the bad neighborhoods around here let alone go to africa
sherry_elliot (11:49 PM): that is bad brother
Greg's (11:50 PM): too much crime...
sherry_elliot (11:51 PM): yea but the government is trying now
Greg's (11:52 PM): whose government ‐ yours or mine?
sherry_elliot (11:52 PM): yes
Greg's (11:53 PM): whose government?
sherry_elliot (11:54 PM): nigerian government
Greg's (11:54 PM): its still bad, and mine as well...
sherry_elliot (11:55 PM): may god help us
Greg's (11:55 PM): well i gotta go ‐ its bedtime...
sherry_elliot (11:56 PM): THANKS VERY MUCH
Greg's (11:56 PM): check out my website
Greg's (11:56 PM): it was fun messing with ya
sherry_elliot (11:56 PM): i hope u will talk to me next time
Greg's (11:57 PM): http://macsbaitstore.com/
Greg's (11:57 PM): check it out ‐ pretty funny
sherry_elliot (11:57 PM): i hope u will talk to me next time
Greg's (11:57 PM): later
I was finally sick of playing the game, although I was curious on how she would play the money angle. I’m sure
I’ll see “her” online again and possibly get some answers. I was laughing my ass off when she talked about her
great job making $135.00/week full‐time (this equates to $3.35 an hour).
This probably isn’t over yet – unless “she” reads what I wrote on my website about her and all of the insults.
But she seems to take insults very well though, after all I told her to cut her mother’s throat and she closed the
chat session by saying “I love you”!

